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“Worried about an IRS audit? Avoid what’s called a ‘red flag.’  
That’s something the IRS always looks for. For example, say 
you have some money left in your bank account after paying 
taxes.  That’s a red flag.”  
                                                                                                                                       – Jay Leno 
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“The Internal Revenue Code is about 10 times the size of the 
Bible- and unlike the Bible, contains no good news.”  
                                                                                                       - Don Rickles 

 

 

__________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

What will you need to prepare your taxes this year? Here are a few of the items that you might require 

from your investment accounts, and where and how you can find them. 

 

IRA (and other qualified) accounts: 
 

1. Distributions: If you took a distribution last year, the IRA custodian will send you a form 

(1099R) indicating the amount. You should receive this in the mail in February. Please retain 

this form and give to your CPA/accountant for preparation of your tax return. Please note that 

Pershing may mail triplicate copies of the 1099R this year. 

 

2. Rollover or Transfer: If you did a rollover or transfer last year, this is typically a non-taxable 

event. The surrendering custodian, i.e. the place where the money was transferred or rolled over 

from, will send you a form indicating the amount. You should receive this in the mail in 

February. Please retain this form and give to your CPA/accountant for preparation of your tax 

return.  

 

3. Sales, Reinvestments, Purchases or other Re-allocations: These are typically not taxable 

events inside a tax-deferred account like an IRA, and you may not need or receive any tax 

documents regarding these. 

 

4. Roth Conversion: If you did a Roth Conversion last year, the IRA custodian will send you a 

form (1099R) indicating the amount. You should receive this in the mail in February. Please 

retain this form and give to your CPA/accountant for preparation of your tax return. Please note 

that Pershing may mail triplicate copies of the 1099R this year. 

 

5. IRA or Roth IRA Contribution: If you made a contribution, the IRA custodian will send you 

a form indicating the amount and tax year the contribution was credited for. You should receive 

this in the mail in February. Please retain this form and give to your CPA/accountant for 

preparation of your tax return. 
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Non-IRA/Taxable Accounts: 
 

If you had interest or dividend income, you will receive a 1099 from the custodian in February. 

Please retain this form and give to your CPA for preparation of your tax return. 

 

If you sold securities during the last year, you may need a Realized Gains/Loss Report:  

 

1. If you have an advisory (fee) relationship with us, you will automatically receive a realized 

gain/loss report for those accounts in the mail in February. Please retain this form and give to your 

CPA for preparation of your tax return. 

 

2. If you have a brokerage (non-advisory) account with us at Pershing, then you will receive a 

realized gain/loss report directly from the custodian for any sales you may have made during the 

course of last year. You should receive these reports by mid-February. If you are on e-delivery for 

your statements, you can also access these reports through your dedicated web access. 

 

If you have an investment made many years ago, cost basis may need to be manually input. 

Although we will make every attempt to help document estimated cost basis, sometimes that 

information is not available or incomplete, especially for investments made years ago, when 

investment tracking software was not always as robust as current technology. 

 

3. If you have an investment held direct at a mutual fund, the fund company will prepare and mail 

you a realized gain/loss report for those accounts in February. Please retain this form and give to 

your CPA for preparation of your tax return. 

 

4. K-1: Some investments may send you a K-1. Please see your CPA/accountant regarding proper 

filing of these. Please note that the investment manager will typically send K-1’s to all investors 

regardless of what kind of investor type they are. If you receive a K-1 for an investment that you 

own inside a tax-deferred account like an IRA, you may not have to file that K-1 with your tax 

return because of the tax-deferred nature of the IRA. Professional advice from your tax-preparer is 

important here.  

 

 

Trust Accounts 
 

Trust accounts typically require the same information as Non-IRA/Taxable Accounts (please see 

above.) There may be additional reporting necessary to complete a tax return for a trust depending on 

the nature of that trust. We will work with your CPA to help provide any information or reports that 

may be required.  
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Potential Delays of 1099’s: 
 

Timely delivery of 1099’s has been an ongoing problem in the custodian world. Investment custodians 

like Pershing have sometimes struggled to meet their January 31st mailing deadline for 1099’s and 

sometimes even file an appeal to extend their filing date. This is especially challenging for the 

custodians in years which Congress passes last minute tax bills. Watch for your 1099 from Pershing in 

early February – but don’t be surprised if it is a few days late. Custodians like Pershing have 

sometimes filed amended or corrected 1099’s after sending the original 1099. We will also receive 

electronic copies of your 1099’s in our office. 

 

 

Contributions to IRA/Roth IRA’s: 
 

If you are eligible and want to make a contribution for 2016 you have until April 15th (but please do not 

wait that long! ) or when you file your tax return to make a contribution. Please call us if you need 

help with this. A note for 2017 – the contribution limit for tax payers over age 50 remains $6,500 per 

year. 

 

Tax Planning & President Trump 
 

 

One of the crown jewels of President Trump's new economic agenda are drastic changes to the 

personal and corporate income tax rates. These tax proposals have not passed Congress yet, but many 

observers believe that with a Republican controlled Senate and House, it is very likely that President 

Trump will have his economic agenda approved. 
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There has been a great deal of discussion, excitement and anticipation of potential changes in tax rates. 

It is perhaps too early to do any tax planning for 2017 as these are only proposals at this point and are 

not yet law. But, if they do become part of the tax code, it would be wise to understand the changes 

and try to adjust your financial life accordingly to try and best take advantage of the new tax plan. 

Trump's proposal includes simplifying the current personal income tax code dramatically. Tax brackets 

would be reduced to three. The standard deduction would be doubled and many of the exemptions and 

deductions for higher income tax payers might be eliminated. Capital gains rate will be capped at 20% 

and the Federal estate and gift tax would be abolished.  

The new and lower brackets might be especially appealing for middle-class tax payers or for retirees 

that have the ability to control their taxable income in retirement through withdrawals from cash or 

non-IRA accounts. One strategy that may be worth considering under the new tax plan are partial Roth 

conversions up to the top of your marginal tax rate. These new lower tax rates might make partial 

conversions to a Roth more attractive for some tax payers. This strategy might help protect us and our 

children or heirs against future tax hikes. Let's review this strategy if Trump’s tax plan is passed as 

proposed. 
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Big Winners under the Trump Tax plan: 
 

1. Middle class tax-payers with no mortgage and no dependents that do not itemize. 

(Doubling of standard deduction could be big tax saver.) 

 

2. Small business owners and independent contractors. 

(New, lower corporate income tax rate for all business owners.) 

 

3. Single and earn less than $25k, and Married and earn less than $50k. 

(Zero tax under the Trump tax plan.) 

 

4. Families with estates > $12 million. 

(Federal Estate tax is abolished.) 

 

5. Companies like Apple & Microsoft that have hundreds of billions of unrepatriated 

revenues overseas. (May be able to bring billions back into US at a one-time reduced rate.) 
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Another area of great interest is the change in corporate tax rates.  The U.S. has the highest corporate 

tax rate of any developed country, much higher even than the progressive socialist countries in 

Europe.  President Trump's plan proposes to reduce that corporate tax rate to a level that is on par with 

the rest of the developed world and give U.S. corporations a level playing field and incentive to keep 

revenues inside of the United States.  This has a wonderful potential to bring more dollars into the U.S. 

and increase U.S. tax revenues.  I reviewed this in more detail in our November newsletter:  

https://s3.amazonaws.com/static.contentres.com/media/documents/c4ef53a9-5857-448d-a465-

956705b7d4e0.pdf 

Trump's reduction of the corporate tax rate is proposed to extend to all business owners, even 

independent contractors, self-employed, and small business owners.  This might have the potential to 

really turbocharge the small business sector. It creates additional incentive to start a business or to 

change one's status from employee to independent contractor.  If this part of the bill passes as 

proposed, you will definitely want to review this and see if there's an application in your own financial 

life if you are a small business owner or an independent contractor, or have the ability to generate 

independent income other than as an employee.  

“…a country that is a friendly place to locate investment is a 
friendly place to work. If you think wage growth has been 
disappointing since the recovery began, you should pop 
the champagne cork when this becomes law.”  

Kevin Hassett                                                                                      

I have already consulted with our CPA and should this particular provision pass, we hope to take full 

advantage of it in our small company.  Remember that small businesses are the backbone of the U.S. 

economy and employ the lion’s share of people in the U.S. Anything that invigorates and helps small 

businesses is potentially very good for the U.S. and for the economy.  It will bear close watching to see 

if this proposal passes and if it is effective and robust as many observers believe.   

It is an exciting time for tax planning.  We will be watching the new tax laws closely and it's likely we 

will have more clarity by late spring or early summer.  I look forward to reviewing tax planning ideas 

with you in more detail at our next meeting.  

Taken together, this tax bill would radically improve the outlook for 
economic growth in our country. Corporations would locate more 
capital investment here, and individuals would provide the savings to 
fund those investments. But don’t just believe me. The OECD 
economic staff just significantly increased its growth forecast for the 
U.S.—from 1.9 percent to 2.3 percent—and has ratcheted up the 
forecast for 2018 all the way to 3 percent. Why did it do this? Let’s 

https://s3.amazonaws.com/static.contentres.com/media/documents/c4ef53a9-5857-448d-a465-956705b7d4e0.pdf
https://s3.amazonaws.com/static.contentres.com/media/documents/c4ef53a9-5857-448d-a465-956705b7d4e0.pdf
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quote the source: “In the aftermath of the U.S. elections, there is 
widespread expectation of a significant change in direction for 
macroeconomic policy.” Amen to that. 

Kevin Hassett, Director of Research American Enterprise Institute 

 

There have also been some new changes in the last years that may be relevant and worth watching. 

Here are some of them: 

 

IRS Approval of Split Rollovers from 401(k) to IRA and a Roth IRA 
 

The IRS will now allow a rollover from an employer-sponsored retirement account (like a 401(k)) to 

be treated as a single distribution even if it contains both pre-tax and after-tax contributions, and 

furthermore that distribution can rolled over into separate accounts. So a 401(k) owner can rollover 

their before tax portion into their IRA account and their after-tax portion into a Roth IRA, allowing 

them to try and maximize their future earnings potential in the most tax-efficient manner. 

 

A retiring 401(k) holder will definitely want to check and see if they can take advantage of this 

favorable tax strategy. A current 401(k) holder may want to consider additional after tax contributions 

to their plan as they  

now may be able to rollover those contributions to a Roth IRA in the future – effectively giving a high 

income executive a back-door method to contribute money to tax-friendly Roth accounts. 

  

Employees of companies that offer after-tax contributions, like Microsoft for example, could 

potentially rollover those after tax amounts into a Roth IRA after they separate from the company – 

effectively giving even very high income upper level employees the ability to create large pools of tax-

free capital for their future retirement enjoyment.  

 

IRS Permanently Allows Charitable Gifts from IRA accounts for IRA owners over 

70 

 
Congress reauthorized the IRA charitable rollover and makes it permanent. IRA owners age 70 1/2 and 

older may transfer up to $100,000 from their IRA to a qualified public charity. The transfer will be 

made free of federal income tax and the gift qualifies for the donor's required minimum distribution 

(RMD). 
 

Charitable gifts made directly from an IRA account may be used to;  

 

* Satisfy Required Minimum Distribution (RMD) requirements  

* Can be an income tax planning tool  

* Might reduce Adjusted Gross Income (AGI)  

* Are an efficient way to make charitable gifts  
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Many of our clients have used this provision to generously support churches, community groups and 

other charities that are doing charitable work that is important to them. You may want to consult with 

your CPA or a qualified advisor to see if this might make sense in your personal situation. 

 

 

Trust’s for IRAs for Creditor and Inheritor Protection 
 

A recent Supreme Court ruling clarified that non-spousal inherited (Stretch) IRAs do not enjoy creditor 

protection like other IRA’s or 401(k) do. This makes trust planning for inherited IRA assets even more 

important than before. If your children have financial challenges, or if they might be subject to risk of 

creditors and lawsuits, it may be smart to consider if a trust strategy makes sense for your IRA account.  
 

Savvy families often set up a trust specifically to receive larger IRA account after they 

are gone, with the goal and intent being to provide lifetime income for their children, 

and protect them from making foolish choices.  
 

 

Department of Labor Issues New Regulations for IRA’s and Retirement Accounts 
 

The Department of Labor (DOL) has passed new and quite comprehensive regulations for IRA’s and 

other retirement accounts. The regulations came out last summer, and final compliance deadline is 

January 2018. 

  

We may want review your IRA’s and other retirement accounts and see if the new laws require any 

changes that we should consider. Some legal experts believe that the new DOL rules will have the 

consequence of strongly encouraging IRA portfolios to move to no-load exchange traded funds 

(ETF’s) – a service we have been using and offering for quite some time. We can review this subject 

in-depth with you at our regular review appointments.  

 

Life Income Annuities now approved for Retirement Accounts 

 

The IRS finalized regulations allowing qualified longevity annuity contracts (QLAC) in retirement 

plans. A QLAC is a type of annuity contract that is purchased within a retirement plan and that pays 

guaranteed annual income at a desired age, typically during retirement. An interesting twist is that a 

QLAC is excluded from the retirement account’s value when calculating the client’s required 

minimum distributions (RMDs) after the client reaches age 70 ½. Because of this exclusion, a QLAC 

might be a tax reduction strategy to consider if you do not need income from your IRA but are still 

required to take it because you are over age 70. 
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Taxes and your IRA Accounts 
 

The projected government budget shortfall (the deficit) for 2016 was over $540 Billion dollars – about 

TRIPLE of what it was in 2002. Worse yet, our National Debt should pass $20 Trillion about the time 

you read this. 

 

Please understand I’m not trying to stir a hornet’s nest of political debate, or democrat vs. republican 

strife. Whatever your political persuasion, there is wisdom to be drawn from this observation for all 

investors. The government is in trouble, and if it gets worse, they are likely to try and eventually solve 

their problem by collecting even more taxes from me and you. One of the largest potential sources of 

additional government tax revenues are our tax-deferred IRA investment accounts. 

 

As many of our clients have retired or are retiring from successful executive careers, they typically 

have large retirement account balances. These tax-deferred accounts might be in the cross hairs of 

future increased taxation, and we might be wise to carefully consider how we use these accounts.  

 

Some tax strategies for larger IRA accounts that might be appropriate may include;  

 

* Filling up marginal tax brackets with additional withdrawals (this might be especially significant if 

the Trump tax plan passes!)  

* Combining qualified and non-qualified capital to draw income in a most tax-efficient manner 

* Partial Roth IRA conversions  

* Charitable RMD’s 

* Charitable testamentary beneficiary designations   

* “Stretch” IRA’s, and more  

 

Let’s discuss tax planning for 2017 at our next review meeting and try to identify any strategies or 

changes that might be suitable for your personal situation – especially as it may relate to IRA accounts. 

 

Our tax bite may get worse if the government budget shortfall worsens in the future. Investors and 

retirees may be wise to pay attention to tax planning and be alert and aware of strategies that might 

minimize tax pain. 

        

 

"I'm proud to be paying taxes in the United States. The only 
thing is - I could be just as proud for half the money."                                                                 

                                                                                                           Arthur Godfrey 

We are committed to helping you any way that we can to complete your tax return, and please feel free 

to call us for any help or clarification. We also welcome calls from your CPA’s or tax-preparers, and 

with your permission can provide them with information. 
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We purposely keep our schedule light in late March and April to be as responsive to our clients as we 

can, however it does tend to get very hectic the last week or so before April 15th, and if you delay your 

request for information until then, it may take a while for us to respond, or perhaps you may consider 

filing an extension.  

 
Thanks for your trust and relationship. We remain committed to your financial well-being. 

 

Warm Regards, 

 

 

Willy 

 

 

William R. Gevers  

President/Financial Advisor 

PS: We have been repeatedly asked by clients if they could share these e-mail notes with their friends 

or neighbors. Please feel free to forward this with the stipulation that it may only be forwarded if done 

so in its entirety with no portions omitted. We would be delighted to share our comments and opinions 

with your friends, and welcome your comments and feedback. If you received this and would like to be 

included on our newsletter list, please email us at wgevers@geverswealth.com  

 

Copyright 2017 William R. Gevers. All rights reserved. 

 

 
 

 

Gevers Wealth Management, LLC 

5825 221st Place SE 

Suite 102 

Issaquah, WA98027 

Office: 425.902.4840 

Fax: 425.902.4841 

Email: wgevers@geverswealth.com  

 
 

http://www.linkedin.com/pub/willy-gevers/4/b15/71a
mailto:wgevers@geverswealth.com
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The views are those of William Gevers, Gevers Wealth Management, LLC, and should not be construed as individual investment advice. All 
information is believed to be from reliable sources; however, no representation is made as to its completeness or accuracy. All economic and 
performance information is historical and not indicative of future results. Investors cannot invest directly in an index. Please consult your 
financial advisor for more information. 

Securities and advisory services offered through Cetera Advisors Network LLC, Member FINRA/SIPC. Gevers Wealth 
Management and Cetera Advisors Network are not affiliated. 

 

*NOTE: Information provided herein is based on data that is believed to be reliable, however, the accuracy of the data cannot 
be guaranteed.  For complete data, refer to www.IRS.gov, and consult with your CPA. For a comprehensive review of your 
personal situation, always consult with a tax or legal advisor. Neither Cetera Advisor Networks LLC nor any of its 
representatives may give legal or tax advice. 

 

………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 

(From the Trump website) 

https://assets.donaldjtrump.com/trump-tax-reform.pdf 

 

TAX REFORM THAT WILL MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN  

  

The Goals of Donald J. Trump’s Tax Plan  
  

Too few Americans are working, too many jobs have been shipped overseas, and too many middle 

class families cannot make ends meet. This tax plan directly meets these challenges with four simple 

goals:  

  

1. Tax relief for middle class Americans: In order to achieve the American dream, let people keep 

more money in their pockets and increase after-tax wages.    

 

2. Simplify the tax code to reduce the headaches Americans face in preparing their taxes and let 

everyone keep more of their money.  

  

3. Grow the American economy by discouraging corporate inversions, adding a huge number of new 

jobs, and making America globally competitive again.  

  

4. Doesn’t add to our debt and deficit, which are already too large.  

  

The Trump Tax Plan Achieves These Goals  

  

1. If you are single and earn less than $25,000, or married and jointly earn less than $50,000, you will 

not owe any income tax. That removes nearly 75 million households – over 50% – from the income tax 

rolls. They get a new one page form to send the IRS saying, “I win,” those who would otherwise owe 

income taxes will save an average of nearly $1,000 each.  

  

2. All other Americans will get a simpler tax code with four brackets – 0%, 10%, 20% and 25% – 

instead of the current seven.  This new tax code eliminates the marriage penalty and the Alternative 

Minimum Tax (AMT) while providing the lowest tax rate since before World War II.  

  

https://assets.donaldjtrump.com/trump-tax-reform.pdf
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3. No business of any size, from a Fortune 500 to a mom and pop shop to a freelancer living job to job, 

will pay more than 15% of their business income in taxes. This lower rate makes corporate inversions 

unnecessary by making America’s tax rate one of the best in the world.  

  

4. No family will have to pay the death tax.  You earned and saved that money for your family, not the 

government. You paid taxes on it when you earned it.   

  

The Trump Tax Plan Is Revenue Neutral  

  

The Trump tax cuts are fully paid for by:   

  

1. Reducing or eliminating most deductions and loopholes available to the very rich.   

  

2. A one-time deemed repatriation of corporate cash held overseas at a significantly discounted 10% 

tax rate, followed by an end to the deferral of taxes on corporate income earned abroad.  

  

3. Reducing or eliminating corporate loopholes that cater to special interests, as well as deductions 

made unnecessary or redundant by the new lower tax rate on corporations and business income. We 

will also phase in a reasonable cap on the deductibility of business interest expenses.  

  

DETAILS OF DONALD J. TRUMP’S TAX PLAN  

  

America needs a bold, simple and achievable plan based on conservative economic principles. This 

plan does that with needed tax relief for all Americans, especially the working poor and middle class, 

pro-growth tax reform for all sizes of businesses, and fiscally responsible steps to ensure this plan does 

not add to our enormous debt and deficit.  

  

This plan simplifies the tax code by taking nearly 50% of current filers off the income tax rolls entirely 

and reducing the number of tax brackets from seven to four for everyone else. This plan also reduces 

or eliminates loopholes used by the very rich and special interests made unnecessary or redundant by 

the new lower tax rates on individuals and companies.  

  

The Trump Tax Plan: A Simpler Tax Code for All Americans  

  

When the income tax was first introduced, just one percent of Americans had to pay it. It was never 

intended as a tax most Americans would pay. The Trump plan eliminates the income tax for over 73 

million households. 42 million households that currently file complex forms to determine they don’t 

owe any income taxes will now file a one page form saving them time, stress, uncertainty and an 

average of $110 in preparation costs. Over 31 million households get the same simplification and keep 

on average nearly $1,000 of their hard-earned money.  

  

For those Americans who will still pay the income tax, the tax rates will go from the current seven 

brackets to four simpler, fairer brackets that eliminate the marriage penalty and the AMT while 

providing the lowest tax rate since before World War II:  
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Income Tax Rate  

Long Term Cap Gains/ Dividends Rate  

Single Filers Married Filers Heads of Household  

0% 0% $0 to $25,000 $0 to $50,000 $0 to $37,500 10% 0% $25,001 to $50,000 $50,001 to $100,000 

$37,501 to $75,000 20% 15% $50,001 to $150,000 $100,001 to $300,000 $75,001 to $225,000 25% 

20% $150,001 and up $300,001 and up $225,001 and up  

  

With this huge reduction in rates, many of the current exemptions and deductions will become 

unnecessary or redundant. Those within the 10% bracket will keep all or most of their current 

deductions. Those within the 20% bracket will keep more than half of their current deductions.  

 

 Those within the 25% bracket will keep fewer deductions. Charitable giving and mortgage interest 

deductions will remain unchanged for all taxpayers.  

  

Simplifying the tax code and cutting every American’s taxes will boost consumer spending, encourage 

savings and investment, and maximize economic growth.  

  

Business Tax Reform to Encourage Jobs and Spur Economic Growth  

  

Too many companies – from great American brands to innovative startups – are leaving America, 

either directly or through corporate inversions. The Democrats want to outlaw inversions, but that will 

never work. Companies leaving is not the disease, it is the symptom. Politicians in Washington have let 

America fall from the best corporate tax rate in the industrialized world in the 1980’s (thanks to 

Ronald Reagan) to the worst rate in the industrialized world. That is unacceptable. Under the Trump 

plan, America will compete with the world and win by cutting the corporate tax rate to 15%, taking 

our rate from one of the worst to one of the best.  

  

This lower tax rate cannot be for big business alone; it needs to help the small businesses that are the 

true engine of our economy. Right now, freelancers, sole proprietors, unincorporated small businesses 

and pass-through entities are taxed at the high personal income tax rates. This treatment stifles small 

businesses. It also stifles tax reform because efforts to reduce loopholes and deductions available to 

the very rich and special interests end up hitting small businesses and job creators as well. The Trump 

plan addresses this challenge head on with a new business income tax rate within the personal income 

tax code that matches the 15% corporate tax rate to help these businesses, entrepreneurs and 

freelancers grow and prosper.  

  

These lower rates will provide a tremendous stimulus for the economy – significant GDP growth, a 

huge number of new jobs and an increase in after-tax wages for workers.  

  

The Trump Tax Plan Ends the Unfair Death Tax  

  

The death tax punishes families for achieving the American dream. Therefore, the Trump plan 

eliminates the death tax.  

  

The Trump Tax Plan Is Fiscally Responsible  
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The Trump tax cuts are fully paid for by:  

  

1. Reducing or eliminating deductions and loopholes available to the very rich, starting by steepening 

the curve of the Personal Exemption Phase-out and the Pease Limitation on itemized deductions. The 

Trump plan also phases out the tax exemption on life insurance interest for high-income earners, ends 

the current tax treatment of carried interest for speculative partnerships that do not grow businesses 

or create jobs and are not risking their own capital, and reduces or eliminates other loopholes for the 

very rich and special interests. These reductions and eliminations will not harm the economy or hurt 

the middle class.  

 

  Because the Trump plan introduces a new business income rate within the personal income tax code, 

they will not harm small businesses either.   

  

2. A one-time deemed repatriation of corporate cash held overseas at a significantly discounted 10% 

tax rate. Since we are making America’s corporate tax rate globally competitive, it is only fair that 

corporations help make that move fiscally responsible. U.S.-owned corporations have as much as $2.5 

trillion in cash sitting overseas. Some companies have been leaving cash overseas as a tax maneuver. 

Under this plan, they can bring their cash home and put it to work in America while benefitting from 

the newly-lowered corporate tax rate that is globally competitive and no longer requires parking cash 

overseas. Other companies have cash overseas for specific business units or activities. They can leave 

that cash overseas, but they will still have to pay the one-time repatriation fee.   

  

3. An end to the deferral of taxes on corporate income earned abroad. Corporations will no longer be 

allowed to defer taxes on income earned abroad, but the foreign tax credit will remain in place 

because no company should face double taxation.  

  

4. Reducing or eliminating some corporate loopholes that cater to special interests, as well as 

deductions made unnecessary or redundant by the new lower tax rate on corporations and business 

income. We will also phase in a reasonable cap on the deductibility of business interest expenses.  

 

 

 

Other recent tax studies: 

 

https://www.aei.org/publication/recovery-through-tax-reform/ 

 

http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/publications/analysis-donald-trumps-tax-plan/full 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.aei.org/publication/recovery-through-tax-reform/
http://www.taxpolicycenter.org/publications/analysis-donald-trumps-tax-plan/full
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US Money Supply, US Dollar, and Inflation/Deflation Watch 
 

 

"Neither a wise man nor a brave man lies down on the tracks of history to 

wait for the train of the future to run over him." 

                                                                                      - Dwight D. Eisenhower  
 

US Money Supply – Adjusted Monetary Base 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?s%5B1%5D%5Bid%5D=AMBNS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://fred.stlouisfed.org/graph/?s%5B1%5D%5Bid%5D=AMBNS
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US Dollar Price – (DXY) USD Index measured against other currencies 

 
 

 

 

https://www.barchart.com/futures/quotes/DXY00/technical-chart 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.barchart.com/futures/quotes/DXY00/technical-chart
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Inflation/Deflation -Year to Date price increase in commodities and basics as measured by 

futures 

 
 

 

http://www.finviz.com/futures_performance.ashx?v=17 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.finviz.com/futures_performance.ashx?v=17
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Velocity of Money – Velocity is a measure of how quickly money is spent. High velocity is 

typically a precondition for inflation. 

 

 
 

 

http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/MZMV 

 

http://research.stlouisfed.org/fred2/series/MZMV

